SWEET DREAMS...
...COME WITH A **PILLOW**
JUST RIGHT FOR YOU

**Cervicalopedic Pillow**
Newly designed pillow with unique oval center area, provides support, extra comfort, and ease when changing positions from back to side. Designed to support the head and neck in the most natural position during sleep.

**Ultra Soft Micro Fibre Pillow**

**Medium Firm Polyester Pillow**
The softness of micro fiber blended with the firmness of ball fiber provides a balanced head and neck support.

**Natural Classic Latex**
The natural “sponge” construction of latex keeps fresh air circulating. A latex pillow conforms to the shape of your head and provides support all night long.

**Simply call our Chatrium Host ext. 0 and inform us of your preferred pillow type.**
**We will promptly deliver and exchange the ones in your suite.**